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paperback. Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number will
be provided after the shipment.Pages Number: 282 Publisher: Posts & Telecom Press Pub. Date
:2004-7-1. As a self-taught one series. the book focuses on the performance of computer
components and optional. Zanji program to determine. the assembly of computer hardware.
computer BIOS settings. and formatting the hard disk partition. install the operating system. install
the hardware drivers and application software. and computer maintenance and common fault
diagnosis and treatment. DIY book mainly to solve a family in the purchase. installation. setup and
maintenance of computer problems encountered. With the book's multimedia CD-ROM distribution
to a large number of beautiful pictures. detailed steps and concise explanation of the language. the
method on computer assembly. computer hardware and software set up the steps. tips and tricks to
help you from scratch. and running quickly. Book is suitable for computer novices and enthusiasts
to read. but also short courses available for students reference computer. Contents: Chapter 1.
computer components. computer functions and the basic components to buy 1.1 1.2 chassis
(power) function and an optional 1.3 motherboard features and options to buy 1.4 CPU features and
functions...
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Reviews
This book could be worthy of a read through, and a lot better than other. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am just happy to tell you that here is the
best book we have read through inside my personal lifestyle and could be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Miss Concepcion Gusikowski DDS
A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. This really is for all those who statte that there had not been a really worth looking at. Your daily life period
will likely be change when you complete reading this publication.
-- Ver onica Ha uck DVM
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